Academic Technology Partnership

Date: June 26, 2014
Time: 1:00 PM

Present: Denise Wilcox; Frank Spors; Jerry Kellogg; Matt Curran; Matthew Wright; Frank Spors; Stephen O’Barr; Ruth Harris; Frances Chu; Hubert Chan; Michael Bradford; Lara McMahon; Dean Smylie; Gerald Thrush; Dennis Muscato; Ryan Tessier; Gabriel Martinez

Agenda:

- Podium Computer upgrade
  - All computers were upgraded as of yesterday
  - Johnston classroom PCI card adapter was not syncing up
  - Try to test the computers before school starts in order to determine if any fixes need to be made before the school year begins
  - Oregon computers have not been updated yet, but will be later in the school year
  - New podiums have latest version of Turing Point installed on it

- Pharmacy game presentation- Jerry Kellogg & Michael Arevalo
  - 200 top drugs, with generic and brand names
    - Pitching/Shooting gallery
      - Tim Wood- Are there learning analytics that comes back to the students when they get the wrong answer?
        - Not in this phase, but working on this
  - All games optimized for tablets
  - Flash cards game
    - Operated on smartphones
    - Allow users to create their own set of flashcards
  - Jeopardy
    - Based on definitions and abbreviations
    - 34 sets of categories between two levels
  - User interface is being created for analytics usage
  - Website is being created where students can download these applications that they can use on their own
    - http://Teach-tech.westernu.edu
  - Working with Dr. Pham in creating a new game, will present at a later date
  - Working on game for new student orientation
  - Tim Wood- Are there any augmented reality games yet?
    - Not at this time
  - Leaderboard will be available that shows who in the class has the best score

- Blackboard upgrade
  - Successful
  - Several issues that Bb sorted out
  - Exam question being blocked by the point and save function
  - Any concerns?
    - Tim Wood- Adaptive release got stuck, and had to delete it
  - Teach Tech site will have highlights for some of the new features with this latest update

- Tim Wood- IAMCE conference
  - Anatomage Demo
    - Option to highlight a specific area on the anatomy, and send out for 3D printing
    - Has plug-in to upload veterinary images as well
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- Starts off at $98,000
  - LCME ED5A active learning in the classroom in order to meet the new standards for accreditation purposes
    - Should trickle down to other accreditation bodies
- CAPE
  - Pushing everything to Blackboard
    - Do-it-yourself presentations for the Summer months
- Dean Smylie
  - [www.wupbl.com](http://www.wupbl.com)
  - Had a great experience using Top Hat to present this class using Top Hat using two clicks to get into the class
  - Denise- if you are still interested in evaluating the comparison chart for the responder options, this document can be found in the ATP Committees page on SharePoint
    - Should we bring this to a vote at the next ATP meeting?
      - Yes
    - Dr. Thrush- Only problem is that we cannot use these as a secure means of quizzing
- Google enterprise activation to start using Google Hangouts
- Agenda for next meeting
  - Voting for audience response systems
  - Virtual anatomy presentation- Tim Wood

Meeting Adjourned: 2:00 PM

Minutes Prepared by Gabriel Martinez